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Some reasons to understand why teamwork is 
important in the life, studying and workplace. 
 

Different viewpoints and helpful criticism 
enhance teamwork and promote more effective 
problem-solving in a cooperative setting. In team 
meetings, praising individual contributions raises the 
collective intellect. Team members can share ideas 
without fear of repercussions in an environment 
where there is a flat hierarchy and an open feedback 
culture. 
 

There is evidence to suggest that a culture of 
"psychological safety" in teams fosters innovation and 
creativity in addition to raising engagement.  
When compared to solo pursuits, teamwork 
significantly increases production and efficiency. Task 
delegation, shared accountability, and timely team 
completion are essential components of collaborative 
projects. The quantifiable increase in organisational 
performance highlights the benefits of cohesive 
teamwork by highlighting the shared pursuit of 
objectives. [1] 
 

The cooperative nature of genius is 
demonstrated by Albert Einstein, who is recognised 
for having developed the theory of relativity through 
talks with friends and colleagues. As Murphy points 
out, this idea cuts across many academic fields, as 
collaboration allows people to use a variety of talents 
to produce workable answers. 
 
           Research from science confirms that group 
intelligence is superior to individual genius. 
Researchers at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, led by Dr. Patrick Laughlin, have shown 
that groups of three, four, and five people routinely 
surpass the highest individual performance. People's 
ability to produce and accept appropriate responses, 
reject mistakes, and efficiently analyse information 
when working together is the source of this 
advantage. [2] 
 

Small teams now undertake a significant 
portion of tasks in large organizations. Poor team 
performance often hinders individuals' potential, but 
effective teams can elevate average performance to 
remarkable levels, setting new standards. [3] 
 

Teamwork is becoming increasingly common 
as a result of policies that put outcome-cantered first 
and question established professional norms. 
Although there is a growing interest in the evaluation 
of results, team processes are currently the focus. [4] 
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